English for Success
Applying English in the
Classroom
English For Success is an award-winning,
research-based, English language learning
course for students who need to use English
in school, including content areas like math,
science, geography and history.
This pioneering course prepares students
for a full academic curriculum in English and
was recently revised with new subject areas
to include Ancient History, Economics,
Politics and Psychology.

Level
DynEd PT Level: 0.5 to 2.5

Features
School subjects and school situations
Neuroscientiﬁc approach to language
learning
Scope and sequence systematically
develops language concepts
Voice Record and Speech
Recognition
Adjusts content to student
performance
4-Skills sequence: listening, speaking,
reading and writing
Glossary and Help Screens
Placement and Mastery Tests
Teacher's Guide with Suggestions
and Worksheets
Award-winning Records Manager
Intelligent Tutor
Teacher Training and support

the smart way to English

The DynEd Advantage
English for Success prepares students to use English at school and in
school subject areas like math, science, and history. It teaches the
language of classroom presentations, explanations, questions, homework and tests. Its multisensory, interactive approach has signiﬁcant
advantages over text-based presentations. With increased English
language proﬁciency, your students will show test gains in all subject
areas. English For Success gives students the English language skills
they need to succeed - not just in their English class - but in all of their
classes and with their friends at school.
English For Success is really three courses in one, with each reinforcing the other:
A General English Course that focuses on people, places, weather
and daily activities, etc.
A Social and Situational Language Course that focuses on typical
school and telephone conversations among friends.
A Subject Preparation Course that develops the English language
framework and vocabulary necessary for students to participate
and succeed in all subject areas.
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Contents

Warm-Up

Designed especially for ages 11-17, this course has a total
of 20 units, each one with 5 lesson types, including
Warm-Up, School Life, School Subjects, Language
Extension, and Speaking Up. Key vocabulary and
grammar are introduced and recycled throughout in a
carefully structured sequence that helps students
.
acquire the English language skills
they need as quickly
and eﬃciently as possible.
Uses pictures to present and extend the grammar and
vocabulary of daily life. Topics include seasons of the
year, weather, transportation, descriptions of people
and things, and occupations. The Grammar Focus
section gives students practice with key structures
from the lesson.

School Life

Focus on conversational English in and around school.
School
Life Lessons
The main characters are a girl, age 16, and her brother,
age 13, who attend an International School, with
students from a variety of backgrounds. School-related
topics include lunch menus, room locations, and class
schedules.
Present short illustrated talks in various subject areas,

Placement Test
DynEd’s Placement test positions students at
their appropriate starting point within DynEd's
courses. The process is quick and easy, thanks to
DynEd's computer-adaptive testing technology.

Using state-of-the-art speech recognition technology,
DynEd's Speaking Test quickly and automatically
measures students' oral proﬁciency, eliminating
the need for expensive native language raters.

Language
Extension

Speaking Test

English. Key vocabulary and grammar for each subject
area are presented and recycled, including the language
of explanation, classiﬁcation, comparison, numbers, and
question formation.

Cover general topics such as preferences, weather,
occupations, and places of business. New language is
introduced in a game-like format and is followed up with
comprehension questions and Grammar Focus
exercises.

Mastery Tests

Speaking

School
Subjects

School-Subject
including math,Lessons
science, geography, world history, and

Testing Tools

Give students the chance to take advantage of Speech
Recognition technology to practice their speaking. These
motivating exercises provide additional repetitions of
key vocabulary, grammar, and important phrases
introduced and practiced in earlier lessons.

Intelligent Tutor

DynEd’s Mastery Tests conﬁrm a student’s grasp
of the material within a course. Passing a Mastery
Test gives students access to more advanced
lessons.

DynEd’s Intelligent Tutor provides students with
real-time, qualitative feedback that continuously
helps them maximize the outcome of their
DynEd study time.
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